
iLETTERS 
To the Editors of BRITISH BIRDS. 

" T H E NATURAL HISTORY OF BRITISH GAME 
BIRDS." 

SIRS,—In your issue for March 1st Mr. Ogilvie-Grant 
criticises certain statements in my work bearing the above 
title, and describes them as " inaccuracies," " careless 
statements," and " serious omissions." Under the two 
first headings he states that he was the first to discover 
exactly " what took place, and to explain the laws which 
govern the apparently innumerable variations in the plumage 
of both the male and the female " Red Grouse. 

With reference to this claim, I would point out that Mr. 
Grant published his views respectively in 1893 and 1894, 
whilst my book, " Game Birds and Shooting Sketches," 
dealing with the subject, and describing in detail the main 
forms, phases and intermediate types of the Red Grouse, 
as well as giving illustrations of all these, was published in 
1892. My views (pp. 55-58) he seems to have adopted 
(" Game Birds," pp. 27-28) as his own, without any acknow
ledgment of my previous work on the subject. 

As " Game Birds and Shooting Sketches" was written 
principally for sportsmen, I determined that at some future 
date I would endeavour to collect the substance of certain 
observations I had been making continuously since 1892, 
and so published the results last year. During this period 
I have been constantly shooting Grouse and examining speci
mens at all seasons of the year. I may say that I have seen 
tens of thousands of Grouse killed, and have been adding to 
my notes and collection of these birds, so that now I have a 
collection that is in my estimation far superior to that in the 
British Museum. 

If Mr. Grant had read my recently published book carefully 
he would have seen that I do not deny that to a great 
extent the male Grouse breeds in its winter-plumage, but what 
I have ascertained is that a large number of these winter 
feathers are shed between February and June (in all cases 
individual birds are most irregular), and that what he calls 
an autumn-plumage, and what I assert is a spring dress, 
consisting of bright and ornamental feathers, comes into the 
head, neck (and also to the scapulars and rump) before the 
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beginning of June. Mr. Grant states that I have quite mis
taken the meaning of these new feathers, and that, properly-
speaking, they are only the sombre autumnal dress, which 
is, roughly speaking, assumed in the end of June. To this 
I reply that a plumage must be named after the date at which 
it exhibits itself. This ornamental dress is complete often 
as early as the end of April (I enclose a few feathers taken 
from a bird killed last year on April 1st, and these are more than 
half developed). How then can Mr. Grant call this an 
autumnal plumage ? Late in June the real autumn-plumage 
appears, when the spring-feathers have faded, and together 
they remain till the main moult in August-September. 

Mr. Grant has suddenly discovered that he knew of this 
spring ornamental plumage all the time, and which he now 
calls the autumn-dress, and yet in his " Game Birds " he 
never mentions it, but says most distinctly (p. 30} with regard 
to this so-called winter-summer plumage, " When once the 
winter moult is complete {i.e., November) no change whatever 
takes place in the plumage of the male till the following autumn 
moult, except that the feathers become bleached and worn 
at the extremities." This I have characterised as an 
absolutely incorrect view of the case. I have shown by my 
descriptions that as early as February and throughout March 
and April, there is a large assumption of new spring-feathers, 
which are often quite developed by the middle of April. 
These are ornamental and become faded and worn before 
the main flush of the autumn-plumage commences at the end 
of June. Moreover, other changes are taking place by the 
moulting of winter-feathers and a complete renewal of the 
feathers of the legs and feet. If this is what Mr. Grant calls 
"no change whatever" I am at a loss to understand how he 
made his observations and on what grounds he bases his strange 
views. According to such an argument, a Knot, which gets 
its summer-plumage in March and April, is really in autumn-
plumage because it sheds its red summer-dress in August. 
In fact, a male Grouse has. to breed in its winter-autumn 
dress because Mr. Grant says so. As a matter of fact, the 
male Grouse sheds in September and August a plumage 
which is a mixture of its winter, spring, and eclipse feathers. 

Mr. Grant states that if I had visited the Bird-Room of 
the Natural History Museum and seen the series of Grouse 
there represented by 150 specimens, I would at once have 
seen the error of my ways. In the first place it is nearly im
possible to ascertain facts with regard to plumage-change 
without examining and plucking freshly-killed birds, which 
I did to the number of fifty between February and July of last 
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year; and, secondly, I decline to accept Mr. Grant's views 
on the subject of any of the " Grouse Commission " birds, 
because apparently he did not himself examine them in the 
flesh. I have closely examined as many specimens as were 
necessary for determining what I consider to be the correct 
summary of all the plumages of the Red Grouse at all seasons, 
and maintain that my views are accurate. If other naturalists 
are in doubt as to my conclusions let them begin at the begin
ning and take a series of freshly-killed birds, not less than 
ten a month, and publish a report of their observations. 
On this point I regard Mr. Grant as a prejudiced witness. 

With regard to Mr. Grant's objections as to my treating the 
various local races of P. colchicus throughout Central and 
Northern Asia as sub-species when he himself has gone to 
such trouble to enumerate them as good species, I can only 
say that I am sorry that I, in company with a good many 
other naturalists, dissent from his view. But that Mr. Grant 
should draw a comparison between the various local races 
of Pheasants and such widely different birds of separate 
genera as Black Grouse and Capercaillie I fail to see, for I 
have distinctly formulated a basis on which I claim that 
the Colchian Pheasants should be regarded as I have placed 
them, namely, that the various sub-species interbreed, and 
that their progeny is again fertile, and so on inter se and ad 
infinitum. If birds of such separate genera as Black Grouse, 
Red Grouse, and Capercaillie do interbreed by chance the 
results are invariably infertile, and prove their inability 
to continue such unnatural alliances. 

Because some Colchian Pheasants (for instance, P. c. 
torquatus and P. c. decollatus) have wandered up a river-
system, crossed a mountain-range, and dropped or added 
white necks owing to certain local conditions conducive 
to variation, I do not see why they should be regarded as 
new species. In fact, that is how a sub-specific race is formed. 
To arguments as to what constitutes a good species and what 
does not I have listened until I confess I am tired of the 
subject, and because Mr. Grant differs from me on this point 
I see no further need of discussion, as we shall not agree. 

Lastly, with regard to omissions. Well! what author 
ever did succeed in raising his work to the level of his ambi
tions ? I should like to have given coloured figures of every 
change of plumage in the Grouse and every hybrid variety, 
and immature plumage of all species, as well as eggs and young 
in down. That is what I should have liked to have done, 
but has Mr. Grant considered that my book cost eight guineas 
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and that the buying public of such volumes is a small one, 
whilst very few could afford a higher price. What I try to 
do, however, is my best, and in doing so I take an infinity 
of trouble to look at the various aspects of the bird and its 
life, and to give facts as I have observed them. 

J. G. MILLAIS. 
Compton's Brow, Horsham. 

March 8th, 1910. 
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